
HOW TO SWIM A Backstroke Recipe

• Flat body    
 position
• Back kicking

• Head Position
• Hips

• Backstroke arms
• Windmills

INGREDIENTS

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Ensure you are comfortable floating on your back. The more comfortable and relaxed  
 you can be on your back, the easier you will find learning backstroke.

2. Add some kicking - Like all swimming strokes, strong backstroke starts with a strong  
 kick. Backstroke kick is a little more delicate than freestyle kick. Ensure you kick   
 with your feet, keeping your legs long and your knees under the water (barely   
 breaking the surface). Kicking can start with a kick board, by either hugging   
 the board at your chest or holding it over your knees. 

3. Remove the board – let’s move onto kicking with your hands at your side. If you are  
 up for a real challenge, streamline kick (hands extended above your head) on your   
 back might be the way to go. 

4. Tilt your head back – make sure you aren’t lifting your head. Your body can act like a  
 see saw when you kick on your back. Lifting your head can sink those legs! 

5. Raise those hips – those legs will sink if your hips aren’t near the surface.    
 Remember, tilt that head back, lift those hips and keep those legs kicking at   
 the surface.

6. Add a dash of backstroke arms – our thumb should EXIT the water first, our arm   
 should stay straight (reaching for that sky) and our pinky finger ENTERS the   
 water first. This means we rotate our wrist along the stroke.

7. Move like a windmill – our arms should always be moving and rotating. Picture a   
 windmill – as one arms enters the water, the other arm should exit the water.

8. Mix it all together – and you have  
 a strong foundation for learning  
 backstroke. Great job!

9. Bon Appetit!



1. Name three ingredients needed to learn backstroke.

2. It is important to be comfortable doing what    
 before we begin learning backstroke?

3. What part of the leg needs to stay underwater   
 when practicing backstroke kick?

4. Your backstroke arms should move in a similar   
 motion to a                         ?

1. smrinleaet

2. acdeeilt

3. dlwilinm

4. hisp

5. ebrktoacsk

6. agroittn

QUESTIONS

WORD JUMBLE



PICTURE TIME

Draw a picture of you and your friends  
practicing backstroke



ANSWERS

1. List any of the three ingredients above
2. Floating on your back
3.  Your knees
4.  Windmill

1. Streamline
2. Delicate
3. Windmill
4. Hips
5. Backstroke
6. Rotating

QUESTIONS

WORD JUMBLE


